Searching for Active Learning Methods for New Product Development Purposes
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Abstract

Individual learning is the base of the company learning. And learning on product development contexts is related to product success [1] [2]. Improving effectiveness of individual learning in a new product development (NPD) context could bring results to the company. Active learning (AL) is largely studied in literature and shows promising results to improve learning. Its objective is to increase learner engagement [3], having its fundamentals based on cognitive aspects of humans, as attention [3]. But what are the existing approaches? Could they be used in NPD contexts to increase efficiency of learning? The objective of this article is to address the first question (i) identifying approaches considered AL from literature. This article presents the list of approaches found and its descriptions. This descriptions will be used for the next steps of this research to be presented in future articles (i) identifying AL approaches already used in industry and (ii) suggesting a method aiming to increase learning in NPD context.
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1. Introduction

Individual learning is the basic unit for the company learning. And learning is often correlated with success [1] [2] of the new products. Learning enables individuals to change their behavior according to their environment [4].

In the NPD context, individuals can change their behaviors through informal ways, as with their own gain of experience [5] [6], registrations [7], checklists [6] [7], with project leaders [5], stories [8], metaphors [8], contact

with friends and colleagues of the company. Despite the fact that this ways are the most commonly used [4] they are not manageable by its own nature [9].

Experiences also can be gathered in events specifically designed to learning as after action review [10] and post-mortem review [5]-[11]. Individuals can also learn using company documentation [5]-[13], as formal checklists [6], lessons learn data bases [10], micro articles [10]-[14] and histories [10]-[15]. All this learning can be accessed directly or through training materials.

All these means of learning transfer are critical to the employees learning and to the success of the company. Could it be possible to make learning transfer more effective in NPD?

Even though there are many ways for individuals to learn in the professional environment, any of the means above considers cognitive aspects of the learner, as motivation and emotions, in its fundamentals.

Active learning (AL) is a group of techniques of engagement of the learner. Its use has showed promising results in academic environment, but varying among different researches [3]. It’s already being used in professional NPD environment [16], but just by a few researches and with low measured supportive evidences.

In conclusion, AL is an interesting target of research because its fundamentals are based on the learner, it has promising results and it isn’t much explored in NPD context.

This article is part of a research with the objective to create and to use an AL in a NPD environment aiming to improve individual learning in NPD context. Before the final objective is necessary firstly to understand existing approaches, the objective of this article is to (i) identify what approaches are considered active learning (AL) from literature.

2. Methodology

In order to find AL approaches from the literature, a search on the Scopus database was performed for articles that contained the words “active learning” in its title, abstract or keywords. 9472 articles were found on 25 October 2015. From them 312 were classified as reviews, which have its title and abstract read. When it indicated that could add different AL approaches, the article were read completely. Articles cited that were considered relevant to were also include in the base of articles.

3. Active Learning Overview and Research Pitfalls

A lot of different active learning approaches are used with the same terms [3] and some techniques are considered hybrids [17] presenting characteristics of more than one approach. As a result, general definitions are pitfalls [3].

However, active learning can be summarized as group of methods and techniques of student engagement. Techniques that make the student think and reflect on the subject rather than just receive it passively [3]. In the professional point of view, active learning application can works as a pillar of the culture of learning [16], making part of the strategy of the company.

Different active learning techniques results are hard to be compared [3]. Because of the definition and hybridism issues previously commented and because many techniques have good results in one variable and bad in others [3] comparing different contexts.

There is another pitfall indicated by Prince [3] that many of the techniques tested don’t have a large quantity of variables measured [3], as examples, knowledge, students attitudes and retention [3]. One reason to this lack of measurement is that some variables are difficulty to be measured, as lifelong learning, for example [3].

4. Active Learning Approaches

From AL Literature

In this chapter is presented approaches found in AL literature. It is not discussed applicability of the approaches in the NPD environment.

Active learning approaches vary much in complexity, from simple activities in class room until immersive worlds constructed in computers.

Some examples of simple supportive activities are active listening and writing [18]. Where students speak and write what they had studied with their own words. Variations of these are students explaining the content to one another, submitting questions to the teacher, writing summaries and writing notes in groups [18].
Watching movies while answering questions, hearing comments from the instructor or even producing its own movies are examples of visual based activities [18].

Additionally, simple activities can be performed in groups also. According to Prince, groups activities can be divided in two. Collaborative ones, where “students work in groups toward a common goal” [3]. And cooperative learning, similar to the previous, but students are evaluated individually [3].

Some of the listening, writing and visual-based examples can be considered as group activities. Other examples are debates, peer teaching and role-play [18]. The three next methods described are group activities with particularities.

Process oriented guided inquiry learning (POGIL) is method that uses questions to guide a subject discussion [17]. Usually follows three phases: exploration, concept invention and application, something close to the scientific method [19]. The guide questions need to be prepared before class by an instructor. This needs to be done in a precise way, in order to the students found expected conclusions [17]. Students are arranged in groups receiving instructor supports when needed [17]. This method is used mainly in undergraduate classes and also in laboratory experiments, mostly related to science [17]-[20] as biochemistry [21] and ecology [22].

Peer led team learning (PLTL) is a method with the particularity that students lead the groups. They are recruited and trained for this role. They lead groups of six to eight classmates during workshops, solving previously structured problems [17]-[24]. This method showed good results [25] when comparing grades of tested classes with controlled groups. And, in other perspective, students with the leader’s role received a great experience, gaining knowledge about the subject, personal skills, as communication and professional skills as leadership [26].

Team based learning (TBL) is similar to the previous techniques described. It is composed of groups of four or five, which passes through a complex problem solving step prepared in advance [23]. The difference is the existence of a discussion among all the groups in the end of the activity [23].

Studio-based learning (SBL) differs from the others due to its hands on application. It’s used mainly in architecture, internal design and industrial design [23]. The teacher is an instructor that teaches through inquiry and criticism of the work of small groups [23].

A method that was largely studied in the literature is Problem-based learning. It’s a very broad method used in many areas and ways. PBL research started in medicine [17] and it’s still where most of the publications came from. Many definitions are encountered in the literature [3]-[17]. But many of them correlate PBL with a way of engagement [3]-[27] of the student in an active way, using open ended problems before the introduction of concepts to be learned [27].

According to Bridges and Hallinger, there are two types of PBL, depending who decides learning objectives, resources and guiding questions. Student centered and problem centered PBL. The first one student defines the features mentioned, and the latter, the instructor.

Limitations identified by Bridges and Hallinger for student centered PBL is that, due to the students lack of knowledge, they commonly choose problems that do not cover the minimum learning objectives that the faculty considers important. Additionally, they can have problems with time to locate resources needed.

Another point is that, PBL methodology itself doesn’t attain its objectives. It needed to be fostered in a learning environment, that supports students with patience, accepts risk taking and promote high expectation [27]. Some authors have suggested processes of how to develop a PBL [28] others how to implement PBL programs in classrooms [27].

Recently technology is being used as an important support in learning. And it is having more attention from researchers. It enables self learning, distance learning, social interactions, immersive experiences through games and simulated worlds.

Students get in touch with content directly using websites, without the need of a teacher or an instructor. Web based learning (WBL) is the use of websites considering active learning aspects, enabling students of self learning, distance learning and flexible schedules [29]. It can be used to support traditional methods or as the only mean [29]. The teacher, acting here as web designer [29], can use photos, links to related subjects, questions with answers [29] and animations [30] along the web site in order to retain student attention. As example, Sinav and Ambron developed a program accessible by the internet where students can explore the anatomy of small and complex human structures, becoming much easier to understand them. In the literature researchers already suggested guidelines for site structure [31] and implementation [32].

It’s possible to promote active learning increasing interaction of the stakeholders using social networking (fa-
Table 1. Summary of the AL methods identified in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process oriented guided inquiry learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer lead team learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social medias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cacebook, myspace, linkedin, blogs and twitter). The use of social tools as means of learning are new, in consequence, researches are still gathering data, users are in experimental phase and some teachers/institutions do not accept its use [33].

Another concept is the use of simulations and games. Prensky [34] describe it as something recreated, approximated, that imitates reality or made predictions. They are much used to support professional training in medical, military and business training [34]. Simulation can lead you to the learning, without motivation you to continue until de end [34]. A simulation can be gamificated and became a game and an active learning tool.

Gamification concept is the use of games elements and design techniques in non concepts contexts [35], for example, use of avatars, levels, points, leaderboards, content unlocking and boss fights. The use of learning games is a differentiation because the new generation is used with games. Games motivate, engage and are fun [34]! Besides the use of games due motivational reasons, Freitas [36] gives examples of another uses as practice of skills, therapy and professional practicing. There are a lot of types of games described in the literature, for example, virtual or digital games, immersive games, progressive games, board games and role play games.

The summary of all approaches described in this chapter are in Table 1.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this article was to identify what is considered active learning from literature. Table 1 summarizes approach found and its descriptions are in chapter “From AL Literature”.

All AL methods described in this article could be adapted to use inside company NPD area. Many cases from AL literature are related with classroom activities or group activities, performed in different ways to engage students. This expertise could be adapted for company training sections with no restrictions.

Real cases from the company could also be adapted to create problem based on learning methods or games. Professional social media existing in the company could be adapted also to be used to exchange practices and share learning. Which of these possibilities are already used?

Based on that possibilities, the suggestion of next steps are summarized below:

1. Identifying AL approaches already used in industry;
2. Suggesting a method aiming to increase learning in NPD context.
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